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Abstract. Traditional sequence comparison by alignment applies a mu-
tation model comprising two events, substitutions and indels (insertions
or deletions) of single positions (SI). However, modern genetic analysis
knows a variety of more complex mutation events (e.g., duplications, ex-
cisions and rearrangements), especially regarding DNA. With the ever
more DNA sequence data becoming available, the need to accurately
compare sequences which have clearly undergone more complicated types
of mutational processes is becoming critical.
Herein we introduce a new model, where in total four mutational events
are considered: excision and duplication of tandem repeats, as well as
substitutions and indels of single positions (EDSI). Assuming the EDSI
model, we develop a new algorithm for pairwisely aligning and comparing
DNA sequences containing tandem repeats. To evaluate our method,
we apply it to the spa VNTR (variable number of tandem repeats) of
Staphylococcus aureus, a bacterium of great medical importance.

1 Introduction

Sequence alignment is a rather well established tool to compare biological se-
quences. To align sequences, so-called edit operations have been defined which
represent the atomic steps of the biological phenomenon called evolution. By
successively applying such edit operations, the compared sequences can be con-
verted into each other and - assuming parsimony as a major characteristic of
evolution - good sequence alignments minimize the number of operations for
these conversions or, more precisely, the assigned costs. In the classical model
of mutation, two different edit operations are considered: the substitution and
the insertion or deletion (together indel) of single characters in a sequence. In
accordance with other literature [2], we will refer to this as the SI model (for
substitution and indels) further on.

In general sequence alignments, the SI model has proven to work well. How-
ever, modern genetics knows more complex sources of mutation, especially when
regarding the evolution of DNA. These mechanisms affect no longer only single
positions but complete subareas of a sequence. Common other edit operations
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are duplications (insertions of copied subsequences, in case of tandem dupli-
cations, immediately adjacent to the original), excisions (deletions of subareas
of a sequence), and rearrangements (relocations or reorientations of substrings
within the sequence, e.g. transpositions or inversions).

In recent years quite some work has been invested in the algorithmic inves-
tigation of tandem repeats. Tandem duplications and excisions follow different
rules than regular, character-based indels. On one hand the inserted or deleted
substrings are usually much bigger in duplications and excisions, and on the
other hand they contain the pattern of the tandem repeats in the corresponding
sequence. Preliminary work in this field roughly is categorized into (1) tandem
repeat detection, (2) alignment of sequences containing tandem repeats (with
or without knowledge of their positions), and (3) reconstruction of a tandem
repeat history where the phylogenetic history of the tandem repeats of one se-
quence is tracked down to a single ancestor repeat. (1) concerns the detection
of tandem repeat copies with an unknown pattern [9]. In the context of (2)
various works extended the SI mutation model to additionally respect tandem
duplication events (DSI model), e.g. in [2, 5, 1]. The research of (3) investigates
possible duplication histories of the tandem repeats in a sequence. These are
represented by duplication phylogenies which under certain conditions can be
turned into rooted duplication trees, see [3, 10, 7, 4].

Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), a bacterium responsible for a wide range
of human diseases (e.g., endocarditis, toxic shock syndrome, skin, soft tissue and
bone infections etc. [16]), contains polymorphic 24-bp variable-number tandem
repeats (VNTRs) in the 3’ coding region of the staphylococcal protein A (the
spa protein) [6]. The tandem repeats in this region undergo a mutational pro-
cess including duplication and excision events in addition to nucleotide-based
substitutions and indels [11], probably caused by slipped strand mispairing [17].
Further on, the microvariation of the spa VNTR cluster [12] seems to support
the phylogenetic signal reported by other methods (e.g., by [14]). Therefore, an
automated method to compare strains of S. aureus and classify them according
to the microvariation of the spa tandem repeats is critical in order to determine
the types of newly acquired sequences rapidly and accurately.

In this paper, we introduce a novel model of evolution, the EDSI model
(excisions, duplicatons, substitutions and indels), which in addition to the DSI
model includes repeat excision operations. Moreover, the restrictions on the or-
der of mutation events are relaxed: all four edit operations may occur arbitrarily
cascaded with each other. In Section 2 we formalize the EDSI model and give
an overview of the problem addressed. Next, in Section 3, we propose an exact
algorithm to align and compare a pair of sequences under the EDSI model of
mutation. Finally, in Section 4, we give some practical examples for comparing
spa sequences of S. aureus with the novel method and Section 5 summarizes the
benefit of the EDSI model and outlines its potential for accurate phylogenetic in-
vestigations. Additional material including the proofs of all theorems is provided
in the online supplement http://www.sammeth.net/pub/05wabi_suppl.pdf.



2 Description of the EDSI Model

Let s be a sequence of characters over the DNA alphabet Σ = {A,C,G,T}, and
let s contain tandem repeats. If the boundaries of the repeats are known, s can
be written directly as a sequence s′ over the macro alphabet of the different
repeat types Σ′ = {−, A, B, C, D, . . .}. The additional gap character (− ∈ Σ ′)
is used later on when aligning repeat sequences (Section 3). (Σ ′)+ denotes the
set of all nonempty strings over the repeat alphabet Σ ′. On s′ we define the
EDSI evolution, allowing duplication and excision of repeats (characters in s′),
as well as substitutions and indels of nucleotides within the repeats. Note that
the commonly used substitution and indel operations work on the DNA bases
of s, and therefore are comprised in the term mutation of a tandem repeat.
In contrast, the duplication and excision events affect complete repeats of s′

(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. An example for cascaded duplication, excision, and mutation events. Shown
are DNA sequences si and the corresponding sequences s′

i on the macro alphabet Σ′ of
repeat types (superimposed on si in grey). Some edit operations (as given to the right)
successively are performed on the sequence. It can be easily seen that after a couple of
cascaded operations the sequence of characters is rather scrambled.

Precisely, the duplication events occurring in the evolution of the spa repeat
cluster are multi-copy duplications (1-duplication, 2-duplication, etc.) copying
one or more adjacent repeat copies at a time. The boundaries of the duplicated
repeats are restricted to the boundaries of tandem repeats on the nucleotide
sequence s. However, on s′ the duplication boundaries are free in the characters
of the macro alphabet Σ ′, i.e., duplicated substrings may start and end any-
where in s′. Finally, the duplication operation in the EDSI model is single-step,
denoting that no more than one copy of a duplicated substring is produced in
one evolutionary step. In the same manner, the excision operation of the model



is characterized as multi-copy (1-excision, 2-excision, etc.) with free boundaries
on s′. The order of events in EDSI is unrestricted. To be specific, all four edit
operations described by the model may be applied arbitrarily cascaded with each
other (Fig. 1).

In order to assess the evolutionary distance between two given sequences,
we assign costs to all operations comprised in the EDSI model: coste(w) for the
excision of the tandem repeat copies in string w, costd(w) for a duplication of
the tandem repeats in string w, and costm(w1, w2) for a mutation of a repeat
type w1 into the repeat type w2. The cost model of EDSI evolution then can
be freely adjusted3 with respect to the following criteria:

– Excision costs should be positive, coste(w) > 0 for all w ∈ (Σ ′)+, since exci-
sion events can replace all other operations. To be specific, any non-identical
pair of sequences (s′, t′) can be derived from a concatenated ancestor string
s′t′ by two excisions (once excising s′ to reconstruct t′ and once exising t′

to deduce s′ from the ancestor). Hence, finding the minimum distance for
sequences in a cost model with coste(w) = 0 is trivial.

– Duplication costs should be non-negative, costd(w) ≥ 0 for all w ∈ (Σ ′)+.
– Mutation costs should comply with the properties of a metric: symme-

try (costm(w1, w2) = costm(w2, w1) for all (w1, w2) ∈ Σ′), zero property
(costm(w, w) = 0 for all w ∈ Σ ′) and the triangle inequality (costm(w1, w2)+
costm(w2, w3) ≥ costm(w1, w3) for all w1, w2, w3 ∈ (Σ′)+).

The problem of sequence evolution comprising EDSI operations can now be
formulated as an optimization problem with the goal of minimizing the EDSI
distance defined in the following: Given two sequences (s′, t′) and cost measures
coste, costd, and costm, find the distance d(s′, t′) under the EDSI evolution that
is the minimum sum of costs of all series of operations possible to reproduce
one sequence from the other. This can be interpreted such that both sequences
s′ and t′ are subjected to evolutionary operations in order to transform them
into a common string – a possible common ancestor according to the biological
model. The operations that produce a common ancestor of s′ and t′ with the
least costs define the EDSI distance d(s′, t′).

Theorem 1 (finiteness). The edit operations under EDSI evolution and their
unrestricted order basically force us to explore an infinite search space of possible
ancestor sequences. However, the space of operation sets to be explored in order
to find the minimal distance between two sequences d(s′, t′) is finite.

Proof. When reconstructing possible evolutionary histories from a given pair
of sequences (s′, t′), theoretically there could have been present an arbitrarily
large number of repeats between two adjacent positions x and x + 1 of s′ (or,
symmetrically, t′) which later were deleted with cost coste > 0. There are two
possible sources for these deleted repeats in the tandem-repeat history: (i) they

3 For a definition of the costs used for the Staphylococcus aureus evolution see Sec-
tion 4.



may have emerged from duplication events, or (ii) they may have been repeats
from non-duplicated sequence areas. Cnsider case (i). If a deleted repeat has
originated from a duplication event, the corresponding excision can be detected
by investigating all possible duplication events to the left (in s′[1, x]) and to the
right (in s′[x+1, |s′|]). The number of single duplication events on a finite string
is limited, and so is the number of possibly excised repeat units between x and
x+1. Moreover, all character insertions between x and x+1 induced by possible
duplication events with consecutive excisions are collected (Section 3.1 and 3.2)
and taken into account in the final comparison between s′ and t′ (Section 3.3).
Consider now case (ii). If deleted substrings have originated from non-duplicated
sequence areas (or whenever the second repeat copy of a duplication has been
excised as well), they are not relevant in the search for a minimal distance: in
the comparison of s′ with t′ an appropriate excision event will be detected (Sec-
tion 3.3), whenever t′ has a substring that aligns between s′[x] and s′[x + 1].
However, if the alignment with t′ does not indicate any presumptive excision be-
tween x and x+1 in s′, all such theoretically possible excisions are not contained
in the operations determining the minimum distance since additional excision
costs coste > 0 produced an ancestor sequence that is not closer to t′ than the
original sequence s′. ut

3 Pairwise Alignment under the EDSI Model

After the definition of the EDSI model, we can describe an exact algorithm
to compare and align sequences with respect to the four edit operations. The
main idea of our method is to find possible repeat histories, assign costs to them
according to the edit operations, and consider them as alternatives during an
alignment procedure. Thereby the alignment possibility between both sequences
with the least cost is selected, regarding the original sequences with all con-
tracted substrings generated by the repeat histories. Assuming the parsimony
principle for nature we take these costs as a distance measure for the compared
sequences. So basically our algorithm works in two steps: first it finds possible
duplications on each sequence under the rules given by the EDSI model. After-
wards, we determine the distance between a sequence pair in a high-dimensional
multiple sequence alignment (MSA) using the duplication events found before
as alternative alignment possibilities between the compared sequences.

Although not observed in biology, we also use the term contraction for the
mathematically inverse process of a duplication. Our technique is based on con-
tramers C = (s′, b, m, e, A), representing contraction units. These are substrings
of s′ (the macro alphabet representation of the input string s) on which a con-
traction is performed. The substring to be contracted, s′[b, e], is located within
s′ by its beginning b and its end position e. The meridian m, (b < m ≤ e)
splits the contramer into two segments, also called the prefix (the first segment
s′[b, m− 1]) and the suffix (the second segment s′[m, e]). Finally, the alignment
A of the prefix and the suffix describes how the characters of both segments
are evolutionarily related according to the contramer. To be specific, aligned



repeats correspond to each other (with respect to possible mutation events) and
gaps indicate the excision of repeats. An example of a contramer representing a
duplication event (including mutation and excision) is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. A contramer C = (s′, 1, 5, 7, A) that implies the duplication of substring
s′[1, 4] = ABCD and its post-duplicational modification into ADD. The alignment
(grey box) shows that repeat B was excised while repeat C mutated to repeat D.
All vertically adjacent repeat pairs (i.e., non-gap characters) in an alignment layout
correspond to each other w.r.t. possible mutations. These links (black lines) are not
explicitly visualized in further representations of an alignment.

3.1 Primary library of contramers

The initial set of contramers is extracted directly from the repeat sequence s′. For
each meridian position in s′, 1 < m ≤ |s′|, all alignment possibilities of available
non-empty prefixes s′[b, m−1], 1 ≤ b < m, and non-empty suffixes s′[m, e], m ≤
e ≤ |s′|, are generated. The contramers inferred thereby form the primary library.
Note that at this stage the similarity of the aligned segments is not optimized
by any objective function since links between amalgamated contramers later on
can involve new repeat copies (i.e., characters of s′). Contramers in the primary
library represent possible duplication events, i.e. links of positions in neighboring
segments.

Algorithm 1 (Generate the contramers for the primary library L)

1: L← ∅
2: for m← 2 to |s′| do

3: for b← 1 to (m− 1) do

4: for e← m to |s′| do

5: AP []← GeneratePossibleAlignments(b,m, e)
6: for all A in AP[] do

7: Store(L, C = (s′, b, m, e, A))
8: end for

9: end for

10: end for

11: end for

Algorithm 1 outlines the technique used to assemble the primary library of
contramers. As input serves a sequence s′ on the alphabet of tandem repeats Σ ′.
The resulting list L contains each possible contramer C = (s′, b, m, e, A) of s′.



The cost of a contramer may be derived directly from the associated alignment A
by adding, for each column of the alignment, the costs of mutations or excisions.
In addition, to reflect the costs for the duplication event, costd(s

′[b, (m− 1)]) is
added, yielding the final cost of contramer C = (s′, b, m, e, A):

cost(C) = costd(s
′[b, (m − 1)])

+

|A|
∑

i=1







costm(A1i, A2i) for each mutation (A1i 6= − 6= A2i)
coste(A1i) for each excision in the prefix (A1i 6= −, A2i = −)
coste(A2i) for each excision in the suffix (A1i = −, A2i 6= −).

Theorem 2 (completeness of the primary library). Contramers contained
in the primary library exhaustively generate all ancestor strings that can be de-
rived from a sequence by reversing exactly one duplication event (Supplement).

3.2 The secondary library

In order to infer cascaded duplication histories, overlapping primary contramers
C1 and C2 are to be merged to form cascaded duplication events. Abusing no-
tation, we define a contramer intersection (union) as the intersection (union)
of the corresponding segments of s′, i.e. C1 ∩ C2 = {b1, . . . , e1} ∩ {b2, . . . , e2}
(C1 ∪ C2 = {b1, . . . , e1} ∪ {b2, . . . , e2}).

If C1 ∩ C2 comprises positions of both segments of C1, we call C1 a con-
tained contramer (and C2 a containing contramer). Otherwise, C1 and C2 are
connected contramers. However, not all overlapping duplication events are nec-
essarily compatible with each other. The precondition for a pair of compatible
contramers (C1, C2) is that they can be realized in a common evolutionary or-
der, i.e., there exists at least one repeat history tree comprising both described
duplication events.

Evolutionary order of compatible contramers. The common evolu-
tionary realizability can be deduced from analyzing the intersection of the two
contramers C1 ∩C2. In evolution, the duplication events described by contained
contramers must have happened before the duplication events of the contramer
they are contained in (Fig. 3a), whereas for a pair of connected contramers the
evolutionary order does not matter (Fig. 3b). Two contramers mutually con-
tained in each other are not realizable in a common repeat history (Fig. 3c),
even if they share the same meridian position m (Fig. 3d).

Lemma 1 (merging conditions). Two contramers C1 = (s′, b1, m1, e1, A1)
and C2 = (s′, b2, m2, e2, A2) are compatible and can be merged if:

1. they overlap, C1 ∩ C2 6= ∅ ( connectibility) and
2. one of the reflected duplication events has happened after the other one.

Therefore at least the contramer C1 needs to have a segment outside of the
intersection area, (m1 − 1) /∈ C1 ∩ C2 or m1 /∈ C1 ∩ C2 ( compatibility).

Lemma 1 describes the preconditions that are to be met to merge a pair of
contramers. Afterwards, C1 and C2 are merged into C1 ∪C2 by combining their
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Fig. 3. Restrictions on compatible contramer pairs C1 = (s′, b1, m1, e1, A1) and C2 =
(s′, b2, m2, e2, A2) (grey boxes, meridian position indicated by a dashed line). Possible
repeat histories expressed by the amalgamation C1∪C2 are depicted on the right. (a) C1

is contained in C2, therefore the evolutionary order is fixed and the duplication captured
in C1 must have happened before the one described by C2 (only one possible repeat
history). (b) Merging two connected contramers imposes no order on the evolution
(i.e., the duplication of C1 or C2 may have happened first). (c) and (d) If none of
the contramers has a non-intersecting segment, {m1 − 1, m1, m2 − 1, m2} 6∈ C1 ∩ C2,
no repeat history can be found incorporating both duplication events captured by the
contramers. This holds even if the meridians coincide, m1 = m2, see (d).

respective alignments: any repeat s′[x] in the overlapping area C1 ∩ C2 may be
linked to two other repeat copies s′[y] ∈ (C1 \ C2) and s′[z] ∈ (C2 \ C1) by the
alignments A1 and A2. Thereby a transitive link between both of the not directly
associated repeats s′[y] and s′[z] is created. All three repeats (s′[x], s′[y], s′[z])
are then written in one column of the merged alignment (Fig. 4a). Problems arise
when both contramers comprise excisions in between corresponding positions of
the overlapping area (Fig. 4b). In this case the contramers do not provide a
unique information about the transitive relation between the excised characters.
One possibility would be to exhaustively generate all the alignment possibili-
ties between the respective characters. However, since we are only interested in
finding a ”good” combination of characters minimizing the distance to another
sequence, we let these ambiguous repeats unaligned for the moment and search
for a combination similar to the compared sequence later on in the comparison
step (Section 3.3).

The merging strategy is straightforwardly extendable to deal with more than
two contramers. A set of combinable contramers {C1, C2, . . . , Ck} obviously re-
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Fig. 4. Transitive links when merging contramers. (a) A pair of partially overlapping
contramers where e.g. C1 connects the positions (2, 5) and C2 links position 5 with
8. The transitive link created when merging A1 with A2 links all three B-characters
together (2nd column of the merged alignment to the right). (b) The amalgamation
of a pair of contramers (C1, C2) which are both inducing characters in the same area.
Consequently, the phylogenetic relation of the characters (lowercase) cannot be exactly
determined (possible relations are indicated by the dotted grey lines).

quires that each of the contramers Ci, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} has to fulfill the precon-
dition of connectibility with at least one other contramer j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, j 6= i.
Otherwise Ci is isolated and cannot be joined. Furthermore, it is required that
each pair of overlapping contramers (Ci, Cj), i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, is compatible.
The order in which the contramers are joined is not important:

Theorem 3 (commutativity). The pairwise merging steps of multiply joined
contramers are commutative, (C1 ∪ C2) = (C2 ∪ C1) (Supplement).
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Fig. 5. A set of multiply merged contramers (C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3 ∪ C4) and the respective
concatenated alignment. Note that lowercase characters are not uniquely aligned by
the transitive links of the contramers, and their position is determined later during the
comparison process (Section 3.3).

Figure 5 demonstrates that when performing a multiple amalgamation with
all preconditions met by the contramers {C1, C2, . . . , Ck}, we perform succes-
sively the merging step for each pair of overlapping contramers (Ci, Cj) such
that i 6= j, Ci ∩ Cj 6= ∅.



Algorithm 2 describes the construction of contramers in the secondary li-
brary. Initially, L comprises the contramers already included in the primary
library. The set of contramers with beginning b, meridian m, and end e can be
accessed via the function getC(L, b, m, e). The functions findConnectedC()
and findContainedC() extract contramers in a given subarea (specified by the
start and end point). For each pair of overlapping contramers the preconditions
are checked before returned (set DP []). In the end, compatible contramers F are
merged with C, and the result is added to L.

Algorithm 2 (Amalgamate contramers to build the secondary library L)

1: L← PrimaryLibrary()
2: for m← 2 to |s′| do

3: for b← 1 to (m− 1) do

4: for e← m to |s′| do

5: CP []← getC(L, b, m, e)
6: for all C in CP [] do

7: DP []← findConnectedC(L,m, e)
8: for all D in DP[] do

9: F ← Merge(C,D)
10: Store(L,F )
11: end for

12: DP []← findContainedC(L, b, m)
13: for all D in DP[] do

14: F ← Merge(C,D)
15: Store(L,F )
16: end for

17: end for

18: end for

19: end for

20: end for

Theorem 4 (completeness of the secondary library). Contramers con-
tained in the secondary library generate all ancestor strings that can be derived
from a sequence under the EDSI model containing one or more duplication events
(Supplement).

3.3 Contramer Alignment

In the final alignment phase, the possible tandem repeat histories of two se-
quences (s′, t′) are used as alternative character combinations when comparing
s′ to t′. To this end, we extend the well established technique of dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) for sequence alignment to additionally take into account the
(cascaded) duplications. The contramers found along both sequences to be com-
pared serve as additional alignment possibilities, i.e., cells extending the regular



DP matrix. For each cell (i, j) to be computed in the DP recursion of the main
matrix M of size |s′| × |t′|, (merged) contramers ending at position i in s′ (or at
position j in t, respectively) are considered. The alignment profile of each com-
primer C = (s, b, m, e, A) can substitute the characters of the original sequence
in the area s′[b, e]. Note that each cell (i, j) of the matrix M is connected by mul-
tiple contramers with any of the cells computed earlier during the DP process.
Therefore, the resulting alignment is high-dimensional with multiple alternative
submatrices for each contramer in both sequences (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. An example for an alternative submatrix within a DP matrix M = |s′| ×
|t′|. C2 = (t′, 5, 10, 11, A2) substitutes the substring t′[5, 11] with the alignment A2.
Projected into M , C2 spans the submatrix shown. During the DP process paths within
the original and within the submatrix are taken into account when determining the
optimum of the cells in column 12. Note that only contramers of one possible repeat
history are depicted here, but all cascaded duplication events of the secondary library
are investigated.

The matrix M can be computed by the following recursion formula:

M(i, j) = min































































M(i− 1, j − 1) + costm(s′[i], t′[j]) //mutation
M(i− 1, j) + coste(s

′[i]) //excision in s′

M(i, j − 1) + coste(t
′[i]) //excision in t′

M(i− bx, 0) + cost(Cx) + align(t′[0, j], Ax)
for all Cx = (s′, bx, mx, i, Ax) //duplication in s′

M(0, j − by) + cost(Cy) + align(s′[0, i], Ay)
for all Cy = (s′, by, my, j, Ay) //duplication in t′

M(i− bx, j − by) + cost(Cx) + cost(Cy) + align(Ax, Ay)
for all Cx = (s′, bx, mx, i, Ax)
and Cy = (s′, by, my, j, Ay) //duplication in s′ and t′



At each stage (i, j) of the alignment, the minimum cost is calculated for
all edit operations of the EDSI model: mutation (line 1) of repeats (comprising
substitutions and indels on the DNA alphabet Σ), excisions (lines 2 and 3) of
repeat copies (on the macro alphabet Σ ′) or duplication events (lines 4, 5 and 6).
The preference of the algorithm is in the same order as given, and to optimize
the performance a bounding step was added to only assess the alignment of
contramers C which are not already exceeding the costs found earlier for a cell
(i, j) by their cost cost(C).

As found earlier (Section 3.2, Fig. 4), in merged contramers not necessarily all
of the transitive relations are clear. These positions are to be aligned within the
amalgamated contramer taking also into account the sequence the contramer
is compared to. To this end we use a stable re-implementation of the hyper-
space multiple sequence alignment procedure [15], which was modified to use
the scoring function for repeat evolution, when aligning the amalgamated con-
tramers with the corresponding compared sequence: all positions already aligned
between the duplication events of the contramers are provided as constraints,
whereas the ambiguous positions finally are aligned optimally according to the
sequence information (Supplement).

Theorem 5 (correctness of the method). The distance d(s′, t′) found by
the DP recursion is the minimum distance possible in the comparison of s′ and
t′, assuming the model of EDSI evolution.

Proof. In the primary library all possible links between repeats of s′ and t′

that can originate from single duplication events, are generated (Theorem 2).
Thus, by merging overlapping duplication events in the secondary library, we
explore all possible cascades of duplications collected in the primary library
(with restrictions to the biological model as given in Lemma 1, Theorem 4). On
each of these cascades, excision events are tried before and after the respective
duplication in order to yield the minimum costs according to the EDSI evolution.
Finally, in a high dimensional alignment all contramers extracted from s′ and t′

are used as alternative substrings imposing replacement costs as calculated. The
minimum distance is then finally found by a DP recursion in a high dimensional
alignment (Section 3.3). ut

Obviously the time and space complexity of the method are exponential
w.r.t. the sequence length. Note that the input of the algorithm are sequences
of already annotated repeats and the input size therefore is much smaller than
the original sequences.

4 Results

To test our method, we applied it to the DNA sequences of Staphylococcus au-
reus. To be specific, the 5’-VNTR clusters in the gene encoding the spa pro-
tein were used as input for pairwise alignment under the EDSI model. Since
the repeat patterns for all hitherto isolated strains (so-called spa types) are



known, the sequences are provided in characters of the macro alphabet Σ ′.
To this point, we use the Kreiswirth notation defined by identify the repeats
Σ′ = {A, A2, B, B2, C, C2, . . . , V, V2, W, X, Y, Y2, Z, Z2}. In addition to the sim-
plified alphabet used to introduce the model, in the Kreiswirth notation each
letter may be used more than once in conjunction with a unique index [12].
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Fig. 7. Sequence comparison of the MLST sequence type ST-254. (a) a list of spa types
found to have the ST-254 pattern. The data was acquired by sequencing from the same
laboratory strains the VNTR cluster of the spa protein and the MLST loci [13]. (b)
One alignment that scores minimal costs for each pair of spa types from the ST-254
group. Substrings involved in duplication events leading to the minimum distance are
underlined. To the right of the alignments the costs are given w.r.t. the EDSI model and
in parentheses the costs under the SI model (without taking into account duplications).
Under the EDSI model, the costs in the comparison of t036 and t048 are composed of
a duplication event of the substring t048[5, 6] = BL and the mutation of repeat L into
t036[6] = Q with distance d(t036, t048) = costd(t048[5, 6]) + costm(L, Q) = 1 + 0 = 1.

Comparison of ST-254 spa types. We set up a simple cost scheme for the com-
parison of spa types: since we are interested in a distance to measure evolutionary
steps, we assign a unit cost u corresponding to the number of operations needed
to perform the change. A duplication costs one operation (costd(s

′[x, y]) = u),
regardless of its length. The objective function to score mutation events (sub-
stitutions and indels of nucleotides) is based on the alignment of the repeat
types (Supplement). In order to contribute to the fact that the repeat clus-
ter is coding, nucleotide substitutions changing effectively the corresponding
codon are weighted with a cost of u, while silent mutations are omitted. In the
same manner indels are penalized according to the number of codons x missing
(xu). If not further specified, we set u = 1 in the tests. The mutation costs
costm(x, y) for x, y ∈ Σ′ are summed up along the pairwise DNA alignment of
x and y which is projected from the global alignment of all repeats. Excisions
are treated differently, we penalize them according to their length, such that
costc(s

′[x, y]) = (y − x). The linear cost function prevents the algorithm from



replacing all evolutionary events by excisions when repeat copies are no longer
exact. From another point of view, the scoring biases the algorithm to favor
duplications and mutations and prefer them – up to a certain threshold – over
possible excisions.

Since, to our knowledge, this is the first time the VNTR data of spa types is
used to infer distance measures, we focus on one sequence type (ST-254), which
by definition pools strains with the same types of the seven housekeeping genes
used for MLST [8]. However, the resolution of STs found by MLST is lower
than the microvariation within the spa repeat cluster. Thus, a ST group with
an identical MLST pattern can pool several strains with diverging spa types
(named by ”t” and a 3-digit code), while the other way around a spa type may
have evolved in different ST groups. Spa types used in here to investigate the
micro-variation of the repeats (i.e., t036, t048, t115, t139, and t146) were isolated
in the laboratory from identical strain stocks [13]. Therefore, the microvariation
of these spa types can be assumed to bear a phylogenetic marker (Fig. 7a [11]).

Figure 7b summarizes the differences of applying the novel method based on
the EDSI evolution in contrast to standard scoring functions for SI model. We
adapted the scoring function of the SI alignment to the same values given for
the EDSI evolution (xu for the insertion of x gaps and substitution costs ac-
cording to non-synonymous mutations, Supplement). We want to stress on the
fact, that the alignments shown are only one example from a set of alignments
that can reproduce the minimal costs shown. Minimal costs of the other align-
ments in Fig. 7b can be calculated as follows (mutations of cost 0 are omitted):

d(t036, t115) = 2costd(t036[6, 8]) = 2
d(t036, t139) = costd(t036[6, 8]) + coste(t036[2, 2]) = 2
d(t036, t146) = coste(t036[2, 2]) + coste(t036[8, 8]) = 2
d(t048, t115) = costd(t048[5, 6]) + 2costd(QBL) = 3
d(t048, t139) = coste(t048[2, 2]) + costd(t048[4, 5]) + costd(QBL) = 3
d(t048, t146) = coste(t048[2, 2]) + coste(t146[6, 6]) = 2
d(t115, t139) = coste(t115[2, 2]) + coste(t115[6, 8]) = 2
d(t115, t146) = costd(t146[2, 2]) + coste(t115[8, 8]) + 2costd(QBL) = 4
d(t139, t146) = costd(t139[7, 7]) + costd(QBL) = 2

5 Conclusion

The EDSI model of evolution joins the events of tandem duplication, tandem
copy excision, point mutation and deletion that may happen in arbitrary order
throughout evolution. To our knowledge, this is the first time an evolutionary
model of that complexity has been described for sequence comparison. Taking
into account operations as captured in the EDSI model, we described an exact
method to compare a pair of repeat sequences and to assign them a distance. In
first tests we could show that the pairwise comparison under the EDSI model
efficiently captures cascades of duplication events and expresses them in the
distance measure. Regular scoring functions (based on the SI or DSI model)
cannot resolve these distances, which already have been demonstrated in vivo
studies to be essential mechanisms in the evolution of S. aureus [11].
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